ABSTRACT

This Research cope to design the more integrated new performance measurement system compared to the way of previous performance measurement. Previous performance measurement more focussed at just financial aspect, where at this becoming reference substance things which is concerning financial problem, like accuracy of annual report and speed process of report which is concerning finance problem.

Method of performance Measurement used is method of Integrated Performance Measurement System (IPMS), to identify the performance indicator (key performance indicator) from interested parties requirement (stakeholder requirements). The important step taken are: (1) identifying the stakeholder requirement, (2) identifying desire from each stakeholder which have been identified (3) analysing external monitor, (4) specifying objective from business, (5) identifying performance indicator, (6) conducting validation (7) specification each key performance indicator, (8) conducting performance measurement

From result scheme system of performance measurement in LP Al Falah, hence got three stakeholder having an effect on that is Institution of Mosque of Al Falah, Manager of LP Al Falah and Executor of Al Falah, and from third this stakeholder hence got 31 most made account of key performance indicator and kpi curriculum growth from existing subject with the wight 0.116259 (for the stakeholder of manager), accuracy of making of fund report (for the stakeholder of YMA), and improvement of NEM of student mean which pass (for the stakeholder of Executor)
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